We have considered a relativistically invariant quark coalescence model to predict hadronic resonance productions in heavy ion collisions. We extended our model -which has been applied earlier for strange and non-strange hadrons -to describe charmonium meson ratios, namely J/ψ, Ψ ′ and χ c , at RHIC energies. In the applied quark coalescence model the width of the produced mesons and resonances plays an important role and determines the yield of these particles. In the charm sector the values of meson width have a special structure, which feature enhances the importance of meson width in the population of the different charmonia channels. We display our numerical results at RHIC energies.
Motivation, coalescence models
Proper particle detection methods gave us the possibility to study resonance and charmonia productions in heavy ion collisions. The measured resonance yields at RHIC and even at SPS energies differ from the thermal expectations [1] .
The quark number scaling of the asymmetric flow v 2 [2] cannot be interpreted in thermal models, however it is a standard consequence of the coalescence type hadronizations. Quark coalescence models succeed not only at the prediction of particle yields, but they can also describe the pion to proton anomalous ratio.
The first quark coalescence model, ALCOR [3] , made to describe the hadronization of a hot quark matter, can predict the particle yield ratios. Hadron spectra have been constructed in the MICOR model [4] . TThese quantum mechanics-based statistical methods appear to be efficient and robust in predicting the final hadron yields. [5] . From then on, new coalescence and recombination models have been born, and have been applied successfully to RHIC data.
We introduce a relativistic resonance coalescence model, and show the calculated light, strange and charm quark yields for RHIC energies [6] . Charm sector can be inserted into this model and the charmonia production can be studied.
Resonance coalescence
In the former coalescence models the primary prehadrons have been identified directly with elements of the stable or the first excited hadron multiplets. Hadrons are characterized by a sharp, Dirac-delta type mass spectra, although the resonances with final widths are known (e.g. ρ(770), K * (892)). High mass resonances cannot be produced with these methods.
Introducing heavier resonances generates unexpected problems: a) The mass of a prehadron is the sum of the constituent valence quark masses. b) Resonances with higher mass will dominate a hadronization channel.
Since experimental data are available for many resonances, thus we have included them in the calculation within the improved quark-coalescence model. 
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To avoid the former problems in our relativistic resonance coalescence model [6] we create prehadrons with a continuous mass spectra, which will be determined from relativistic kinematics:
This way one can obtain arbitrarly large values for m prehadron , thus all the heavier resonances become accessible. Chosen the initial quark momentum distributions the invariant mass spectrum, J Q (m), is constructed for prehadrons characterized by quantum numbers Q as
. We used the relativistic Jüttner distribution for the light and strange quarks (anti-quarks) with the same temperature parameter (T = 180 MeV). The shape of these mass distributions (see The production rate is given by the combination of probabilities and proper mass spectra. The primary yield is generated similarly to the usual coalescence models.
Charmonia production
One can insert new quark flavours into the model, by giving the effective quark mass and its momentum distribution. For the charm quarks let us take the usual Jüttner distribution with the same temperature parameter as for the light quarks before. Choosing an effective charm mass one can generate the invariant mass distributions, the appearance functions and the yields. Varying the two parameters, mass and temperature (Fig. 2 . left) one can get interesting effects. Charmonia masses have a special structure, namely the high mass region is densely covered by the resonance states, however there are few sharp states in the light mass region (less than 3.2 GeV). This causes a strong dependence of the primary yields on the choice of the introduced effective charm mass. States with mass smaller than 2m charm can be produced only through decay chains. On the right side of figure 2 we show the primary and final yields of some well measurable charmonium states, where this effect can be seen.
Due to the mass state structure of charmonia the effective charm mass influences the ratio of charm quarks hadronizing into charm mesons versus charmonia. This can be introduced as a charmonia suppression factor, which equals unity at heavy m charm and is smaller than one in the light-mass region (Fig. 3) .
On the left side of figure 2 one can see the extension of the invariant mass distributions to higher masses as the temperature rises. Therefore the higher the temperature the more likely heavy charmonium states are produced. Accidentally J/Ψ final yield is not effected by the temperature, because it gets feed-down from the heavy charmonia decays. This work has been supported by the Hungarian OTKA grants No. NK062044, H07-C 74164.
